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Today’s SoC integrates a collection of peripherals, memory, graphics, networking and I/O components
that originate from a multitude of sources. It could comprise designs from within the company, from
other companies or from third-party IP vendors. These independently developed components come
together to enable a rich feature set for the SoC. However, accompanying this abundance of features is
a significant amount of complexity that needs to be correctly and efficiently handled to render the
integration successful. One such source of complexity is that components operate at clock frequency
ranges that may be very different from those of their counterparts. The existence of these multiple clock
domains and the need for them to exchange information creates a hotbed for CDC bugs to thrive. As a
result, CDC verification becomes critical to ensure that metastability is not introduced in the design. In
this article, we provide several situations with varying set of examples that showcase the challenges in
CDC verification.
Index Terms — Clock Domain Crossings, Asynchronous FIFOs, Metastability, Synchronizers

INTRODUCTION
Imagine yourself as a nanoscopic-scale model of a tourist
standing in the heart of a bustling metropolis that is today’s
SoC. Wide-eyed and eager, you are looking to hit the sights
ASAP. Apart from the obvious choices – the processor core
in downtown SoC and the network and I/O interfaces on
the outskirts, you want to swing by the clock tower at the
intersection of Oscillator St. and PLL Ave., rub noses with
the ADCs and DACs, take pictures with the Flash and hang
out late at the power controller while most of the city
sleeps. Lots of architectures to marvel at and lots of
memories to cherish – SRAM, DRAM, you name it. Alas, you are short on time and are looking for the
best way to get to all these attractions. Chances are that your trip research tells you to hop onto the
clock net, or if that doesn’t tickle your fancy, jump on a reset net. The recommendation is, inarguably, a
sound one. The clock and reset distribution networks are far-reaching and extensively traverse all
components of the SoC. They are, in essence, ubiquitous.
As it turns out, getting those clock and reset nets in place is no trivial pursuit. Clock and reset tree
synthesis is a highly complex step in the back-end physical design flow. It involves building a wellbalanced distribution network that traverses across the SoC feeding all sequential elements while
meeting aggressive timing parameters, signal integrity and power dissipation specifications. Prior to
being handed off to physical design teams, clock and reset schemes are subject to sweeping verification
suites that aim to ensure correct functional behavior. The existence of multiple clock domains in an SoC
adds a new dimension to this already complicated verification process. The area of clock domain
crossing (CDC) verification has grown tremendously over the past few years and has cemented its place
in mainstream verification flows. This article takes a look at clock and reset nets from a CDC verification
perspective, features real-life examples of silicon re-spins caused by clock and reset CDC failures, and
illustrates how Real Intent’s Meridian CDC can help detect, isolate and resolve these insidious clock and
reset-related CDC issues.

SOCs AND THE MAGNITUDE OF THE CDC PROBLEM
Over the past decade, with geometries constantly shrinking, the industry has gradually progressed from
ASIC design to SoC design. Sub-systems fabricated as individual ASICs in previous generations of
products are now being integrated into one system chip. The multi-fold benefits of higher speed and
greater efficiency at reduced chip sizes with lower costs are clearly driving this transition towards
smaller process nodes.
As depicted in Fig. 1, today’s SoC integrates a collection of peripherals, memory, graphics, networking
and I/O components that originate from a multitude of sources. It could comprise designs from within
the company, from other companies or from third-party IP vendors. These independently developed
components come together to enable a rich feature set for the SoC. However, accompanying this
abundance of features is a significant amount of complexity that needs to be correctly and efficiently
handled to render the integration successful. One such source of complexity is that components operate
at clock frequency ranges that may be very different from those of their counterparts. The existence of
these multiple clock domains and the need for them to exchange information creates a hotbed for CDC
bugs to thrive.

Figure 1. Today’s SoC is a collection of subcomponents each with its own clock.

CDC bugs typically lurk at the crossroads of bad design implementation, overlooked timing paths and
incomplete verification. As shown in Figure 2, if the signal crossing from one asynchronous domain to
another arrives too close to the receiving clock edge, the captured value is non-deterministic due to
setup/hold time violation. This state is known as metastable state and results in incorrect values being
propagated downstream causing functional errors. The failure signatures are unpredictable and
intermittent making them very hard to detect and diagnose via simulation or in the lab.

Figure 2. If the signal crossing between asynchronous clock domains arrives too close to the receiving clock edge,
the captured value of that signal is nondeterministic.

Contemporary designs contain a considerable number of clock domains creating thousands of crossings.
This causes a significant uptick in the verification effort required to sign-off on CDC. The subtlety of CDC
issues and the sheer volume of crossings often allow CDC bugs to slip through undetected to tapeout.

Unfortunately, they frequently result in failures in the field requiring expensive silicon re-spins that end
up costing companies tens of millions of dollars and lost market opportunities.

THE EVOLUTION OF CLOCKS AND RESETS
Traditional clock and reset mechanisms typically were based on a master clock and reset distributed
throughout the chip. Today, the die size is large enough that it is impractical to distribute the same fast
clock to all parts. In addition, power management dictates that there be multiple VDD and clock domains
on the chip that can be turned on and off independently. Clock frequencies in communicating domains
(asynchronous or not) can differ by an order of magnitude and clock frequencies are allowed to vary
dynamically based on throughput requirements or for power optimization. The proliferation of gated
clocks for power optimization has introduced new tools in the design flow. The process of adding clock
gates traditionally done by logic designers is now being automated to ensure that no power savings are
left on the table. The premise for usage of gated clocks is that there is no modification of the original
functionality. Logical equivalence checking tools need to be employed in the design flow to ensure this is
indeed the case.
The large amount of clock gating, the variety of clock gating techniques, the nontrivial control circuitry
involved and the likelihood that most of it is automatically inserted by a synthesis tool or power
optimization tool further complicates verification. The implementation of power-up reset is also more
complex today as it is designed to optimize power and physical layout. It is imperative that clock and
reset schemes be comprehensively verified prior to analysis of the rest of the design. Empirical evidence
suggests that a lot of issues initially diagnosed as being control or datapath-related are eventually traced
to improper clock and reset behavior.
Exacerbating the verification problem is the fact that synthesis and power optimization tools are not
glitch-aware and that there exists a distinct possibility that glitch-susceptible logic is inserted during
optimization phases. This suggests that verification tools for clock and reset analysis be operable at the
RT level as well as at the gate level. The following section details some real-life examples of the issues
mentioned above.

SILICON RE-SPINS CAUSED BY CLOCK AND RESET-RELATED FAILURES
Several companies have experienced painful silicon re-spins as a result of not comprehensively verifying
clock and reset-related CDC issues. The ones described below are quite revealing:

Ex. I:

Gating logic automatically inserted by back-end tools for power management
resulting in glitches on a clock.
The scenario above was created due to the adoption of automated methods for power
optimization and remained undetected owing to the lack of sufficient verification efforts to
analyze the side-effects of the achieved power reduction. It is important to understand why
design methodologies are driven to adopt automated power optimization tools prior to
analyzing the pitfalls that accompany the usage of such tools.
Of the three design optimization criteria – Performance, Power and Area (PPA), power
consumption clearly is a runaway first nowadays. The upsurge in demand for smartphones and

mobile devices coupled with the plethora of demanding software applications they run means
that every mV of battery power needs to be used judiciously. At the SoC level, this translates to
having the ability to dynamically turn off parts of the chip that are not being used. If the
granularity is dialed down to the RT level, we enter the territory of clock gating- a technique
where the clock net to sequential state elements is intelligently turned off based on the usage of
those state elements in the design. The clock distribution network is the single largest source of
dynamic power consumption. Not toggling the clock net during inactive periods results in
significant power savings. Additionally, turning off the switching activity in the flip-flops reduces
the internal power consumed by the state elements.
Given the magnitude and complexity of today’s designs, it is in the best interest of designers to
leverage automated tools that identify power saving potential and insert appropriate clock
gating mechanisms in the RTL without affecting the functionality of the design. This enables
them to maximize power savings not only in blocks they own, but also in legacy blocks of code
that are constantly leveraged in next-generation designs of a product line. The fact that only
20% or less of a next-gen design is built from scratch is reason enough to look for power savings
in legacy designs. Having understood the need for automated power optimization tools and
their role in the design flow, let’s take a look at how these technologies can trip designs up in
the seemingly orthogonal space of clock domain crossing analysis. The following sections depict
issues with both types of clock gating insertion that automated power optimization tools
perform - combinational and sequential clock gating. [1]

COMBINATIONAL CLOCK GATING
Combinational clock gating is a relatively straightforward technique of disabling the clock to
registers when the register output does not change. This involves identifying combinational logic
conditions that cause a register to hold its previous value and using it as an enable signal for the
clock pin instead.

Figure 3. Combinational clock gating

Opportunities to insert combinational clock gating can be identified by power-aware RTL
synthesis tools based on the analysis of the combinational cone of logic between registers.
Figure 3 illustrates a transformation involved in combinational clock gating. Once the clock
gating insertion is complete, a logical equivalence checking tool is employed to ensure that the
resulting design with clock gates inserted is indeed functionally equivalent to the original design.
The synthesis tool, however, is not clock domain crossing aware and might perform
optimizations that violate CDC principles at the boundary interfaces between clock domains.
Consider the following situation where the two clocks clkA and clkB are asynchronous.

Figure 4. Potential glitch on clock path due to asynchronous enable signal

The synthesis tool infers a clock gater in clock domain clkB for the flop capturing data sent from
clock domain A. In an attempt to optimize for power, the synthesis tool derives the enable for
the clock gater using a combination of signals from clock domain A. Due to the asynchronous
nature of the enable, there is a chance that it is susceptible to metastability at the clock crossing
boundary. This leads to non-deterministic behavior in the clock gating logic which results in
intermittent data loss or corruption – a notorious source of expensive ECOs. It is important to
note that a logical equivalency checker will not catch this problem and that specific steps need
to be taken to identify and eliminate such issues.

SEQUENTIAL CLOCK GATING
Sequential clock gating is a relatively newer, more complicated technique that involves the
identification of enable signals based on analysis that spans multiple clock cycles. By examining
the design across sequential boundaries, advanced power optimization tools can identify data
dependencies, observable don’t care conditions and unused states. Based on this information,
they then formulate enable conditions to shut off the clock to groups of flip-flops in the design.
Sequential clock gating typically provides higher power savings compared to its combinational
counterpart as it has the potential to turn off more registers for a larger number of clock cycles.
A practical example of a sequential
clock gating scheme is to turn off
subsequent banks of pipeline registers
based on the propagated value of the
enable signal in the current pipeline
stage. This concept can be boiled down
further and restricted to a single flop.
Figure 5. XOR self-gating

Note that it is possible to gate the clock to a flop based on the output of the flop in the previous
cycle and the incoming data value. A simple XOR of the output and incoming input signal can be
used as the enable signal for the clock gater as depicted in Figure 5. This technique is employed
in power optimization tools. [2]

Recall the combinational clock gating example where a synthesis tool that was not CDC-aware
inferred clock gating logic susceptible to metastability. A similar situation can arise with a power
optimization tool. Consider the simple example shown in Figure 6 where a control signal is
properly synchronized with a dual-flop synchronizer. An automated power optimization tool
that is not CDC-aware might not recognize the synchronization mechanism and insert clock
gaters on individual flops of the synchronizer as shown.

Figure 6. XOR self-gating transformation

CDC design guidelines dictate that the output of the first flop of a synchronizer is susceptible to
metastability and that it not be used functionally. The transformation introduced by the power
optimization tool violates this dictum by using the output of the first flop of the synchronizer to
derive the enabling condition for the clock gater. This can cause non-deterministic operation of
the clock gater, leading to potentially spurious control signal values propagating downstream
resulting in functional control flow failures. Again, a logical equivalence checking tool will not
catch issues of this nature.
Real Intent’s Meridian CDC runs a substantial suite of thorough checks on clocks, derived clocks
and gated clocks. It pinpoints clock gating issues such as glitches, unsafe CDC practices, nondeterministic clock states and incorrect clock gating techniques. It protects against unintentional
yet catastrophic side-effects caused by synthesis and power optimization tools.

Ex. II: An asynchronous reset control that crossed clock domains but was not
synchronously de-asserted, causing a glitch in control lines to an FSM.
The scenario above is at the confluence of the following three design requirements, and
resulted in a failure when one of them was not met:
A. The need for multiple clock domains in the design that can be independently reset.
B. The need to use flip-flops that are asynchronously reset.
C. The need for reset signals to be asynchronously asserted but synchronously de-asserted.
Let us delve deeper into each of these design requirements in order to understand the context
of the failure.
A. Need for multiple clock domains in the design that can be independently reset.
In the event of failure, a hardware reset is a necessity to restore the system to a known initial
state from which it can start functioning deterministically. Power-cycling a modem is a classic

example of allowing enough time for a system reset to propagate to all sub-systems, some of
which might be operating at different clock frequencies. From a verification standpoint, since
each of these subsystems typically is designed and verified separately, the presence of a reset in
each subsystem enables effective block-level verification by ensuring that the design is in a
known state for simulation.
It is good design practice for every flip-flop in a design to be resettable. In order to extract
higher performance in functional mode, there may be certain parts of the design (e.g. pipeline
registers) which themselves are not resettable but whose upstream registers are. In such cases,
the design takes more clock cycles to be put into a known state as the upstream reset values
need to propagate down to these registers. Often, this is an acceptable tradeoff but one that the
system designers need to be cognizant of when determining the reset strategy for the SoC.
Several benefits stem from the ability to independently reset subsystems, some of which are:
1.
Managing functional complexity of the system
2.
Avoiding the long latency of a system-wide reset in the event of a subsystem failure
3.
Being able to run simulations on a subsystem level prior to integration

B . The need to use flip-flops that are asynchronously reset.
Having established the need for and the utility of multiple resettable clock domains in an SoC,
the question of which type of reset to use (synchronous or asynchronous) arises.
By definition, a synchronous reset is one in which the reset occurs during the active edge of the
clock feeding the flip-flop. Since the reset signal is timed, the flip-flop is immune to glitches
occurring away from the active clock edge. Such glitches that occur on the reset line or in the
combinational logic feeding the synchronous reset do not affect the flip-flop as the reset is only
sampled at the clock edge.
However, the requirement for a
synchronous reset to have an active
clock turns out to be a double-edged
sword. As mentioned earlier, SoC
designs are being architected for
reduced power consumption. One of
the primary ways this is achieved is by
turning off clock and power domains
when they are unused.
Figure 7. Usage of synchronous reset with
combinational logic feeding the D input of the flip-flop

Turning off the clock to a subsystem violates the premise on which usage of a synchronous reset
is based: that the clock to the flip-flop being reset is active. For this reason, only an
asynchronous reset will work since it does not require the presence of an active clock edge
during reset assertion.

Asynchronous resets are incorporated
into flip-flops via a reset pin and do
not need an active edge of the clock
for reset assertion. If the polarity of
the reset signal is active-low, the flipflop gets the reset value when the
reset signal is de-asserted.

Figure 8. Use of asynchronous reset and its non-involvement
with combinational logic feeding the D input of the flip-flop

Note that, unlike synchronous resets, asynchronous resets are not involved in the logic feeding
the ‘D’ pin and hence do not factor into the single-cycle timing of the datapath. This allows
designers to tune the datapath without having to worry about factoring in the delays from the
reset-related logic.
Consequently, a system with multiple clock domains requires the use of asynchronously reset
flip-flops to:
1. Have the ability to reset flip-flops to a known value AND
2. Be able to do so without the clock to those domains being active.
C. The need for reset signals to be asynchronously asserted and synchronously de-asserted.
Although it appears that use of asynchronous resets is preferred due to the ability to reset a
subsystem without an active clock edge, there is still a catch. Asynchronous resets are, by
definition, asynchronous both during assertion and de-assertion of reset. The assertion, as
discussed earlier, does not pose an issue as it is independent of the clock signal. However, the
de-assertion is still subject to meeting reset recovery times. The reset recovery time is similar to
a setup timing condition on a flip-flop; it defines the minimum amount of time between the deassertion of reset and the next active clock edge.
If the asynchronous reset is de-asserted
near the active edge of the clock and
violates the reset recovery time, it
could cause the flip-flop to go
metastable, resulting in potential loss
of the reset value of the flip-flop. A
non-deterministic reset value defeats
the whole purpose of using a resettable
flip-flop. Hence, a fully asynchronous
reset is also not a viable reset solution
for systems with multiple clock
domains.
Figure 9. Waveforms depicting reset recovery time

As described above, synchronous resets have issues during reset assertion and asynchronous
resets have issues during reset de-assertion. To overcome these obstacles, an ideal solution is to
combine the best of both worlds: use a scheme that involves asynchronous assertion yet
synchronous de-assertion of reset. [3]

Figure 10. Reset synchronizer

In Figure 10, the main reset signal entering the subsystem asynchronously resets the two flipflops forming the reset synchronizer. This reset synchronizer then drives the asynchronous reset
signal for the rest of the subsystem ensuring that all the flip-flops in the subsystem are
asynchronously reset. Note that this reset assertion is asynchronous to the subsystem clock,
which need not be active at the time of reset. When the main reset signal de-asserts, it takes
two active clock edges for the subsystem flip-flops to be taken out of reset. Since this reset
removal is governed by the active clock edge, the reset de-assertion is synchronous.

Figure 11. Flip-flops reset by a signal from an
asynchronous clock domain

Use of reset synchronizer schemes to
asynchronously reset subsystems is a
robust and reliable solution to the reset
distribution problem. Meridian CDC
identifies situations where such
schemes can be employed to protect
against subtle metastability issues in
the reset architecture. For example, in
Figure 11, the flip-flops in clock domain
B would be identified by Meridian CDC
as being asynchronously reset from
clock domain A without the use of a
reset synchronizer.

MODERN CDC VERIFICATION APPROACHES
Thanks to advances in process technologies and the surging demand for high-performance, low-power,
feature-rich consumer devices, the problem of CDC verification and handling of the underlying
metastability issues has gone mainstream. Traditional CDC verification using linting, template-based
approaches, hacked simulation or static timing approaches have been rendered archaic and are not
scalable enough to stand up to the CDC verification challenge. There is an immediate need for a solid
CDC verification tool with a robust methodology that not only plays well with the existing tool flow but is
flexible enough to accommodate new power optimization flows without compromising on the quality or
the extent of coverage.
Real Intent’s Meridian CDC was forged as a CDC tool from the get-go. It has evolved with the design
industry, emerged as the market leader in CDC verification and has stood up to CDC verification
challenges at major design houses worldwide. The specialized structural and formal analysis engines
understand and analyze CDC issues at the grass roots level. They are architected for high-speed and
high-capacity, and generate concise low-noise reports that accurately pinpoint CDC issues to enable
rapid debugging. The ability of Meridian CDC to run both at the RT level as well as gate-level gives
verification teams the wingspan they need to keep designs CDC-clean across the complete design flow.
Meridian’s automatic control-data association is famous in the industry for its ability to encapsulate and
present CDC information in an intuitive manner that resonates with users. The extensive checks
performed on control and data logic are complemented by checks on ubiquitous clock and reset nets,
and make Meridian the consummate tool for CDC sign-off verification from RTL to gates.
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